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Preface 
 
 
This report has been prepared for the Commonwealth Department of Industry, 
Science and Resources by The Australian Expert Group in Industry Studies (AEGIS). 
It was researched and prepared by Dr Karen Manley, under the leadership of 
Professor Jane Marceau of the University of Western Sydney Macarthur. 
 
The team members for this project were: 
 
Professor Jane Marceau, Professor of Management and Pro-Vice Chancellor Research 
at the University of Western Sydney Macarthur. 
 
Dr Karen Manley, Visiting Research Fellow, AEGIS, University of Western Sydney 
Macarthur. 
 
This report is the fourth in a series of five exploring the building and construction 
product system. This fourth report examines services provided by manufacturers 
supplying the building and construction industries. It is based on a survey of 18 
manufacturers and two case studies. 
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Executive Summary 
 
This report is in four parts. Part One is a brief review of the literature on the role of 
services in the emerging knowledge-economy. Part Two presents the results of a 
survey of 18 leading manufacturers in the building and construction product system. 
The aim of the survey was to investigate the involvement of manufacturers in 
providing service-enhanced products to customers. Parts Three and Four pursue the 
same focus through two in-depth case studies of manufacturers – James Hardie 
(Ausco division) and Mannesmann Dematic Colby. 
 
 
Part One 
 
The literature review conducted in Part One found that: 
 
 service activity is a key driver of growth in knowledge-economies; 
 
 manufacturing has not become a less important activity, rather services and 
manufacturing are growing together; 
 
 one of the most rapidly growing segments in knowledge-economies is an 
integrated manufacturing-services sector; 
 
 this integration involves both service inputs, such as marketing and research and 
development, and service outputs such as training and project management; 
 
 new services offered by manufacturers have been driven by changing client 
demand patterns, with clients wanting a single source, total solution to their 
problems; and 
 
 service-enhanced products are particularly important for project-based firms, such 
as those operating in the building and construction industries. 
 
 
Part Two 
 
Based on a survey of 18 leading manufacturers in the building and construction 
product system, the key findings of this section were: 
 
Nature of Services Provided 
 
 technical services were the most common service provided, offered by 17 of the 
18 respondents, followed by eight other services offered by at least half of 
respondents: 
 
- design (16) 
- after sales service (15) 
- transport services (15) 
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- engineering services (15) 
- installation (14) 
- training (12) 
- maintenance (12) 
- software development (9); 
 
Key Services Provided 
 
 11 of 17 respondents nominated installation services as their highest value service;  
 
 6 of 10 respondents nominated design services as their most innovative service; 
and 
 
Design Services 
 
 half of all respondents produced design-enhanced output constituting at least 50 
per of their total output; 
 
 8 of 15 respondents strongly felt that design work was primarily triggered by the 
demands of specific projects, while seven supported the proposition less strongly; 
 
 8 of 14 respondents felt that project-based designs could often be recycled, 
whereas six respondents felt they could sometimes be recycled; 
 
Subcontracted Services 
 
 lower value services and/or those responding to greatly fluctuating demand 
patterns where more likely to be subcontracted (eg. transport services, 
repair/maintenance services and installation services); 
 
 no respondent undertaking project management or systems integration 
subcontracted these services; 
 
Overseas Activity and Services 
 
 of the 13 respondents active in export markets, only 4 thought that services were 
markedly more important in those markets compared to domestic markets 
(because most of the respondents active in export markets were selling to 
distributors); 
 
 on the other hand, those respondents working on overseas projects emphatically 
made the point that the service intensity of their contribution to those projects was 
greater than for domestic projects; 
 
Scope for Value-adding Through Service Enhancement 
 
 8 of the 18 respondents sold at least half of their output through direct project-
based work (which is likely to involve service-enhancement), while 15 sold at 
least 20 per cent of their output through direct project-based work; 
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 14 of the 18 respondents provided at least eight different services (selected from a 
list of 18 services); 
 
 12 of the 18 respondents had extended the range of services offered over the past 
decade; 
 
 15 of the 18 respondents never marketed services independently of products; 
 
 11 of 16 respondents strongly felt that a dedicated (negotiated) relationship with 
project owners enabled them to deliver a greater range of services and better 
quality service, compared to open-bidding contracts; and 
 
 9 of 16 respondents strongly felt that service improvement arose mainly from on-
site work, while seven supported the proposition less strongly. 
 
Discussions with survey respondents revealed that the ability of a manufacturer to add 
value to its operations via the provision of services is related to its role in the supply 
chain. The more stages a manufacturer is involved in, the greater the scope for 
service-enhancement of products. Further, the closer the manufacturer is to on-site 
work, the greater the scope for service-enhancement. 
 
 
Parts Three and Four 
 
These parts of the report focused on the Ausco division of James Hardie, and 
Mannesmann Dematic Colby in an effort to gain in-depth insights into service 
provision by manufacturers. Senior managers in both companies were interviewed. A 
number of key points emerged. Both companies: 
 
 had core competencies in engineering, design, installation and project 
management services; 
 
 used sophisticated marketing surveys extensively in an effort to improve the 
services they offered and maximise profitability; 
 
 aggressively pursued product differentiation (involving service enhancement) in 
an effort to earn higher returns than competitors; 
 
 were often involved on projects for close to a year, or longer, providing ample 
scope to develop useful business relationships - both companies used these 
relationships to support the quality of services they provided on projects; 
 
 frequently subcontracted non-core services on projects; 
 
 utilised a team-work approach to solving clients’ problems; and 
 
 maintained data-bases of project learning experiences (in large part, to improve 
service). 
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Conclusions 
 
In keeping with the literature presented in Part One, this study found that many 
manufacturers within the Australian building and construction product system rely on 
‘bundling’ products and services to improve business performance.  
 
Further, this project has made a key contribution to the literature, extending our 
knowledge of: 
 
 the role of different services in manufacturers’ operations; and 
 
 factors influencing the scope of service provision. 
 
Installation and design services were highlighted as strategically important services 
which: 
 
 helped manufacturers secure profitable project-based work; and  
 
 opened the door to the provision of a range of other services. 
 
A number of features were found to improve the scope for service provision by 
manufacturers, these included: 
 
 large firm size; 
 
 firm involvement in project-based work; 
 
 project-based export activity; and 
 
 negotiated contracts. 
 
Further research, conducted on a larger scale than the present study, is required to 
improve the robustness of results and explore concerning issues raised in this report, 
such as:  
 
 how manufacturers are coping with the extension of their core competencies into 
service areas; and 
 
 the impact of the trend towards service provision on smaller manufacturers. 
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Introduction 
 
This report examines the involvement of manufacturers in value-adding through 
service-enhancement of product offerings. This focus has been prompted by: 
 
 emphasis in the knowledge-economy literature on the increasing role played by 
services in economic growth; and 
 recent analysis which suggests that the most dynamic sector of many economies is 
an integrated manufacturing-services sector (see Part One of this report). 
 
The report initially describes the emergence of an integrated manufacturing-services 
sector in the context of increasingly knowledge-based economic systems. Part Two 
reports on the results of a survey of manufacturers in the building and construction 
product system, investigating their involvement in service provision. Parts Three and 
Four present two case studies of exemplary manufacturers involved in adding value to 
their manufacturing operations through services offered on building and construction 
projects. 
 
The report examines manufacturers of materials, products, equipment and machinery 
used on building and construction projects. The two case study sections of the report, 
in part, focus on a major project undertaken by each of the manufacturers. This 
project element of activity is focussed on (as opposed to wholesale or retail supply), 
because this area of activity involves a broader array of service-enhancement 
mechanisms and more complex bundling of products and services. 
 
This report investigates: 
 
 the nature and extent of services offered by different manufacturers; 
 the growth of service provision by manufacturers; 
 the marketing of services; 
 the sources of service enhancement, including the role of user-producer 
relationships and other business relationships; 
 the ways in which service provision is linked to product supply; 
 the value of service provision to firm performance; 
 the influence of contract type on value-adding opportunities through service 
provision; 
 the role of service-provision in securing overseas work; 
 the significance of particular projects in sponsoring service development; and 
 customisation trends and service provision. 
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Part One: The New Economy and 
Service-Enhanced Products 
 
 
This section briefly overviews the emergence of new economic systems and discusses 
the role of services and service-enhancement of products in the context of these 
systems. 
 
Previous reports in this series have stressed the changing nature of advanced 
economic systems. These changes have been driven by rapid technological change 
and the forces of globalisation. Increasing competitive pressures internationally, 
combined with the influence of technology in creating new production systems and 
outputs, have combined to give rise to a new type of economic system – a learning 
intensive system, known as a ‘knowledge-economy’. 
 
The notion that modern economies can usefully be depicted as knowledge-economies 
has become well established over the past decade. The knowledge-economy 
perspective has been disseminated to a wide audience in publications as diverse as the 
Beijing Review (eg. Liu 1999: 6), the California Management Review (eg 1998, Vol. 
40, No. 3), Nature (eg. Masood 1998: 714) and the OECD Observer (eg. Drake 1998: 
24). 
 
Knowledge-economies have evolved away from the production of physical output as 
the primary source of value and employment, towards service activity as a key driver 
of growth. Indeed, many analysts have drawn attention to the shrinking size of the 
manufacturing sector compared to the services sector, as a proportion of GDP across 
OECD countries over recent decades (eg. Marceau et al 1997, 7.6). 
 
This data has led some commentators to conclude that manufacturing activity has 
become less important to economic growth (eg. Carson 1998, Garcia-Mila and 
McGuire 1998, Coyle 1997). However, recent research suggests that this may not be 
true, instead it appears that much of the growth in services is directly dependent on 
manufacturing activity. The research concludes that unsophisticated interpretation of 
data leads to a picture of change that: 
 
…conceals as least as much as it reveals. In particular, it obscures the 
increasing complexity of the linkages between service activities and goods-
producing activities (Pappas and Sheehan 1998: 131). 
 
Indeed, the complexity of such linkages was reflected in research conducted for the 
present report which was complicated by difficulties survey respondents had in 
separating out their service offerings from their products. This was particularly so in 
relation to design and engineering services. For customised output, such services can 
be considered part of the manufacturing process that make the product saleable. 
Similarly, for any given sale there is likely to be an embodied R&D service 
component, marketing service component and so on. 
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Based on quantitative data, Pappas and Sheehan argue that one of the most rapidly 
growing segments in knowledge-based economies is an integrated manufacturing-
services sector, defined as ‘the complex of production and service activities involved 
in the creation, production, and distribution of manufactured goods’ (Pappas and 
Sheehan 1998: 131).  
 
Manufacturing has always involved service activities, particularly in areas such as 
accounting, scheduling, client service and so on. However, the increasing complexity 
of manufacturing output has increased service intensity in areas such as research and 
development, design, and engineering. Further, trends towards increasing 
customisation of output also increase service intensity (especially for design services), 
as do demands from customers to supply total packages. Such packages often involve 
transportation of output to construction sites, installation of output and project 
management.  
 
Based on research undertaken by the US National Research Council (1994) and Quinn 
(1992), Pappas and Sheehan (1998: 132) conclude that service inputs: 
 
…such as accounting, scheduling, design, quality control, planning, marketing 
and research and development, are central to the goods-producing sectors, and 
on some estimates provide 60-75% of the input costs of modern 
manufacturing firms. 
 
Of course, manufacturers also provide service outputs. These can take on many forms 
depending on the nature of the firm. Some more common services provided by 
manufacturers include: 
 
…planning, [installation], technical support, environmental analysis, design 
and engineering, systems integration, economic assessments, procurement 
advice, legal advice, teaching and training; and facilities management and 
operations support (Gann and Salter 1998: 442). 
 
Note that some services can manifest as either service inputs or outputs. For example, 
planning can be undertaken to assist a manufacturer’s internal operations, and/or 
planning services can be provided to assist a manufacturer’s clients. 
 
Gann and Salter (1998: 1) suggest we are witnessing a new era in which ‘the 
distinction between delivery of products and services has become blurred’. New 
services offered by manufacturers have been driven by changing demand patterns. 
Buyers of manufactured goods increasingly want more than the good itself, they 
might want finance options to buy it, transportation to move it, insurance to protect it, 
expertise to install it, landscaping to enhance its appearance, advice on how to 
maximise returns from it and/or expertise to manage it.  
 
Hence manufacturers are increasingly ‘bundling’ products and services to offer clients 
enhanced performance and improved value. Indeed, in many instances ‘firm 
competences in adding services to the original physical project are the major 
enticement for the production of the artifact itself’ (Gann and Salter 1998: 436). 
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Gann and Salter report that, in the US, improved productivity performance has been 
linked to the effective bundling of products with a wide range of services in order to 
solve ‘tangible physical problems’ (Lester (1998) in Gann and Salter 1998: 433). This 
may be achieved by the application R&D, engineering or design services to re-
configure output, or change its weight or endurance properties for example. 
 
Gann and Salter also suggest that service-enhanced products are particularly 
important for project-based firms, such as those operating in the building and 
construction industries. For many project-based firms, ‘services are increasingly 
necessary to ensure that sophisticated component systems can be designed, integrated 
and operated as final complex products’ (Gann and Salter 1998: 439).  
 
By definition a project is a ‘major job’ rather than a relatively simple matter of 
supplying output to a distributor. Therefore, a greater range of more sophisticated 
services will be necessary to execute a project. Supply to a distributor implies a 
relatively standardised product typically requiring no specialised engineering or 
design input. Also, supply to distribution channels will not involve any project-based 
services such as installation (possibly including plumbing services, electrical services 
and so on), landscaping or project management. 
 
In the Australian context, Pappas and Sheehan (1998) present a convincing case 
showing the existence of an integrated manufacturing-services sector. Their approach 
relies primarily on input-output data and employment data to demonstrate ‘clear 
evidence of the increasing service intensity of Australian manufacturing’ (Pappas and 
Sheehan 1998: 141).  
 
The input-output data they present indicates that Australia’s manufacturing sector 
draws heavily on purchases from service firms, in industries such as transportation, 
communication services, finance, insurance, property services, building services and 
so on. This consumption of service inputs has increased rapidly since the late 1970s 
(Pappas and Sheehan 1998:9-13). 
 
Further, Pappas and Sheehan (1998: 13-14) present evidence to suggest that this 
growth is not simply the result of increased outsourcing by manufacturers1, but the 
result of increased service intensity in manufacturing operations. They rely on 
employment data showing a pronounced shift in the occupational distribution of 
employment within the manufacturing sector in reaching this conclusion. Their data 
indicate that since the late 1970s, the proportion of total manufacturing employment 
accounted for by service occupations has shown strong growth.  
 
The research undertaken for this report rounds out this picture, primarily be extending 
analysis of the provision of services by manufacturers. The current project also 
produces useful industry-level insights through its examination of the building and 
construction industries. 
                                                 
1 Which would simply shift the source of services provided from within the firm to external parties, 
rather than increasing the value of services consumed. 
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Part Two: Services Provided by 
Manufacturers: Survey Results 
 
This section is based on a short telephone survey 18 leading manufacturers in the 
building and construction product system. The survey sought  to determine: 
 
 the nature of services offered; 
 the extent of growth in service provision by manufacturers over the past decade; 
 the scope for service enhancement; and 
 the role of design services. 
 
Sample businesses were selected from leading manufacturers identified in Project One 
of this series of reports. Hence, compared with the total population of manufacturers 
supplying the building and construction product system, the manufacturers surveyed 
here can be expected to be at the forefront of the trend toward value-adding via the 
provision of services. 
 
All the businesses invited to be involved in this study chose to participate. 
 
 
Section 1: Background 
 
Thirteen of the 18 respondents were material/product suppliers, while five were 
machinery/equipment suppliers. The table also reveals that the business units sampled 
represent varying levels of aggregation. In the time available for this study, it was not 
possible to obtain survey responses based on a common level of aggregation. It is 
unlikely however that the variability in this respect would significantly impact on the 
comparability of the data. 
 
The location of the businesses sampled were as shown below. 
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Figure 1: Location of Respondent Businesses, by Number of Businesses 
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The great majority of businesses surveyed were located in NSW. 
 
The survey asked respondents to nominate the percentage of their overall sales related 
to project-based activity. This question revealed the extent to which respondents were 
producing output to meet the needs of specific clients, as opposed to selling to 
distributors. The following figure reveals the distribution of results. 
 
 
Figure 2: Project-Based Sales as a Percentage of Total Sales, by 
Respondent 
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Three respondents were dedicated to project-based activity, while two respondents 
were not directly involved in any project-based activity. Eight of the 18 respondents 
sold at least half of their output through direct project-based work, while 15 sold at 
least 20 per cent of their output through direct project-based work. Hence, given 
findings in the literature concerning the importance of service-enhancement to 
project-based businesses (reported in the previous section), we would expect this 
sample to be actively involved in service enhancement. 
 
 
Section 2: Nature and Growth of Services 
 
Respondents were asked to indicate which services they provided to clients from a list 
read to them. They also noted any additional services they provided and for all 
services they indicated the extent to which they were subcontracted. 
 
The main results are shown in the following figure.2 The most common service 
nominated was technical services, undertaken by 17 of the 18 respondents. Such 
services primarily involved providing clients with information regarding the 
characteristics of the material, product, machinery or equipment supplied. This 
included the provision of advice regarding strength, durability, weight, operation, 
systems integration and installation, for example. Technical service was probably the 
most common service provided because a large number of different types of services 
could be considered technical services (including design, maintenance or training). 
                                                 
2 Note that economic services refers primarily to the provision of comparative prices to potential 
clients; bus. plans refers to help with business plans for small clients; proj. man. refers to project 
management; financial services include the provision of payment options, such as extended credit. 
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Figure 3: Nature of Services Provided to Clients, by Number of Businesses 
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Design was the second most common service provided. This is a more specific type of 
service and is the most important single service (given the broad interpretation of 
technical services by respondents). The importance of design services to 
manufacturers prompted a dedicated section in the questionnaire; results are shown in 
Section 4. 
 
After Sales Service was the equal-third most common service offered. It might have 
been expected that this would be the most common service but the survey question 
specifically related to ‘after sales service provided by dedicated personnel’, rather 
than being more general. Some manufacturers did not operate an after-sales service 
department and some did not have any employees devoted to after-sales service. 
However, it cannot be concluded that the three businesses without dedicated after-
sales service personnel would provide less service; it may be simply that the after-
sales service function is structured differently. It also would be inaccurate to assume 
that smaller businesses were less likely to have dedicated after-sales service 
personnel, as none of the three businesses concerned could be considered small, 
compared to the rest of the sample. 
 
Transport services were the other equal-third most common service provided. Most 
manufacturers would arrange transport of their output to their clients. However, it is 
interesting that manufacturers were marginally more likely to provide design services 
than transport services. Perhaps the higher value of design work explains this finding. 
 
Engineering and installation services were the equal fourth most common services 
offered. Engineering services were closely associated with design and installation 
activity. The provision of installation services is very significant for it largely 
determines whether or not a manufacturer is directly active on construction sites and 
hence impacts of the scope to add value via the provision of project-based services.3, 4 
Combined with the data presented in Figure 2, the installation data presented here 
suggests that manufacturers are both very likely to be engaged in on-site work and 
very likely to rely on such work as a major source of revenue. 
 
Three other types of service were provided by at least half of the businesses surveyed. 
These were training/teaching, repair/maintenance and software services. 
 
The research process revealed the following regarding the remaining services shown 
in Figure 3: 
 
 Project management and systems integration services appeared to be high value, 
strategically important services, as will be discussed later in this report; 
 
 Facility management services appeared to be strategically significant in view of 
growing client demand for increasingly comprehensive ‘total packages’; 
 
                                                 
3 This is regardless of whether employees or sub-contractors are used on-site. Sub-contractors are seen 
to be representatives of the manufacturer and must maintain the standards expected of employees so 
that the reputation of the manufacturer is maintained in the eyes of the client.  
4 Although installation is a key route to on-site work, other linkages to site-work are possible. For 
example, a steel manufacturer may not be involved in fabrication or installation of steel products, but 
may have significant design, engineering or project management expertise applied to on-site work.  
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 Business plan services comprised planning help for small businesses; 
 
 Economic services often involved the provision of comparative prices to potential 
clients; and 
 
 Financial services tended to comprise the provision of payment options to 
potential clients. 
 
The other services category contained the following types of services: 
 
 testing services 
 modernisation services (eg. upgrading lifts) 
 distribution services (not a project-based service) 
 landscaping services 
 colour consultancy 
 site security services 
 
Discussions with survey respondents revealed that the ability of a manufacturer to add 
value to its operations via the provision of services is related to its role in the supply 
chain. Figure 4 presents a summary of the different ways in which manufacturers can 
be related to project work. As noted above, the significance of a close relationship to 
project work is that it gives manufacturers much greater scope to add value to their 
operations by the provision of services.  
 
Project work primarily involves work carried out on a construction site, but it also 
includes site-related work such as product supply, transport services and the 
components of design/engineering/software services provided off-site. Hence, 
manufacturers may respond to project-based demands without actively being present 
on-site.  
 
Non-project activity typically comprises sales through distribution outlets. Examples 
of services often provided to distributors, or to back-up distributor sales, include 
finance services, after-sales service and business advisory services. Project work can 
involve any of the following additional services: transport, installation, earth-moving, 
landscaping, plumbing, electrical, design, project management and facilities 
management. Installation tends to be the ‘entry level’ service to on-site work. 
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Figure 4: Supply-Chain Value Adding Possibilities for Manufacturers in 
the Building and Construction Industries 
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In terms of the diagram, the least involvement a manufacturer could have in the 
building and construction industry would be purchasing raw materials from an 
unrelated distributor, and selling manufactured output to an unrelated distributor. 
None of the survey respondents fell into this category. 
 
The two respondents with zero tender-based sales had no involvement in project 
work. They both had involvement in downstream activity and sold their manufactured 
output to an unrelated organisation that undertook further fabrication. The fabricator 
was then in a position to bid on project-based contracts. 
 
For example, a glass manufacturer may be vertically integrated down-stream 
(undertaking mining activity), but not up-stream, selling the manufactured output 
(glass) to an unrelated window fabricator. The window fabricator (not the original 
glass manufacturer) is then in a position to bid on project contracts (probably not 
contracts with broad responsibilities, like project management, because the 
fabricator’s part of the total value of a project would be too small to justify taking on 
the associated risks). 
 
The least direct involvement a manufacturer can have on a project is through a 
contract for supply only (this will provide scope for normal client services plus 
limited scope for site-related services (eg. transport to the site). The data indicate that 
two of the surveyed manufacturers fell into this category 
 
The most involvement a manufacturer could have in the building and construction 
project system would be to operate from the mining/forestry stage through to high 
value Build-Own-Operate projects. At least one survey respondent was involved in 
Extent  
of   
Value-
Adding 
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the system to this extent, if all the businesses controlled by the parent company were 
considered. This manufacturer provided all of the project services noted above, ie 
installation, earth-moving, landscaping, plumbing, electrical, project management, 
ownership and facilities management. Further, this manufacturer is likely to require a 
higher level of internal services, such as accounting or distribution in order to manage 
down-stream activities. However, downstream activity is unlikely to provide great 
scope for value-adding via the provision of services to external clients, as other 
business controlled by the parent company are the main clients. 
 
As could be expected, the more stages a manufacturer is involved in, the greater the 
scope for service-enhancement of products. Further, the closer the manufacturer is to 
on-site work, the greater the scope for service-enhancement, as the project end of the 
supply chain is more service intensive than the raw material end. 
 
The number of services provided by survey respondents is reflected in the Figure 
below. 
 
Figure 5: Number of Services Provided, by Respondent 
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Fourteen of the 18 respondents provided at least eight different services (as defined in 
Figure 3). Hence, more than three-quarters of respondents provided nearly half of the 
total number of services listed in the survey. This indicates a very high level of 
service intensity amongst manufacturers in the building and construction product 
system. Discussions with survey respondents appeared to indicate that this broad 
scope of activity is indeed the result of increasing client demands for the delivery of 
comprehensive ‘total packages’ as discussed in Part One.  
 
The three respondents that provided four or less services included the two smallest 
businesses in the sample, both of which had a low level of involvement in project-
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based work. This result tends to support the point made in Part One that service-
intensity is higher for project-based work than distribution activity.  
 
Data concerning the number of services subcontracted is shown in the figures below. 
Figure 6 shows that half of the 18 respondents subcontracted at least one-quarter of 
the total number of services provided.  
 
There was no correlation between the number of services subcontracted and the total 
number of services provided. For example, one of the ‘no subcontracted services’ 
respondents offered the lowest number of services to clients, while the other offered 
the equal second highest number of services.  
 
Figure 7 examines the extent to which subcontracted services were fully or partly 
subcontracted. Six respondents fully subcontracted a higher number of services than 
they partly subcontracted, while the same number of respondents fully subcontracted 
a lower number of services than they partly subcontracted.  
 
The data shown in Figures 6 and 7 reveal no clear trends concerning subcontracting 
activity. However, discussions with respondents concerning the nature of services 
subcontracted revealed more interesting results.  
 
Typically, lower value services and/or those responding to greatly fluctuating demand 
patterns where more likely to be subcontracted. Hence transport services and 
repair/maintenance services where likely to be fully subcontracted. Installation 
services were also often subcontracted, although supervisors tended to be direct 
employees. Technical support was often partly subcontracted, usually in response to 
sudden increases in demand. 
 
No respondent undertaking project management or systems integration subcontracted 
these services. This is likely to be related to the complexity and high value of these 
services. 
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Figure 6: Number of Services Subcontracted, by Respondent 
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Figure 7: Breakdown of Subcontracted Services, by Respondent 
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Respondents were asked to nominate the highest value service they offered.5 The 
figure below shows results. 
 
Figure 8: The Highest Value Service Offered, by Number of Respondents 
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Eleven of the 17 respondents able to answer this question nominated installation as 
their highest value service. This appeared to be because of the immediate revenue 
generated from installation services and the strategic role played by such services. It 
appears that installation services are of particular strategic importance to the 
manufacturers surveyed. As noted earlier, part of this importance lies in the scope to 
add further value via the provision of related services once an on-site role has been 
established. 
 
Respondents were also asked to nominate the newest, most innovative and fastest 
growing services they offered. Many respondents had difficulty answering these 
questions, making comments such as: 
 
 ‘we’ve just always offered them all’; 
 ‘none are newer than the others’; and 
 ‘they all grow together’. 
 
Nevertheless, reasonable results were achieved, as shown in the figures below. 
 
                                                 
5 The highest value service was typically the one that led to the highest immediate financial reward, 
however sometimes the highest value service nominated was the most strategically important service 
(and this service did not always earn the highest immediate financial reward).  
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Figure 9: The Newest Service Offered, by Number of Respondents 
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Of the ten respondents able to identify the newest service offered, three nominated 
installation. Hence, installation services were again highlighted, although this time in 
a less pronounced way.  
 
Figure 10: Most Innovative Service Offered, by Number of Respondents 
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Of the 10 respondents able to identify the most innovative service offered, six 
nominated design services, three of whom where able to be more specific, noting the 
following design specialities: 
 
 ‘web-based design’; 
 ‘concrete design’; and 
 ‘fire engineering design’. 
 
The respondent nominating web-based design as their most innovative service 
explained that their clients (not project owners but major contractors in this instance) 
can scan-in their plans and lodge them electronically at the manufacturer’s web-site. 
This manufacturer is then able to provide product quotes and design analysis 
electronically. The major contractor uses the information provided to finalise its quote 
and submit a tender for say, a design and build contract. If the builder wins the job, 
the manufacturer is likely to become a subcontractor. 
 
Despite the examples of innovative design methods and applications noted above, 
discussions with respondents indicated that the result shown in Figure 10 tends to 
reflect the inherent creativity associated with design activity, rather than indicating 
that the design methods employed or design applications were particularly innovative.  
 
Two respondents nominated facilities management as their most innovative service. 
These respondents were the same respondents that had recently started providing 
facilities management services (shown in Figure 9).  
 
Figure 11: Fastest Growing Services Offered, By Number of 
Respondents 
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Of the eight respondents able to identify the fastest growing service offered, two 
nominated installation while another two nominated repair/maintenance. Again, 
attention is drawn to installation services. 
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Data was also collected on growth in the range of services provided, as shown below. 
 
Figure 12: Extent to Which Respondent has Extended the Range of 
Services Offered Over the Past Decade, by Number of Respondents 
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Twelve of the 18 respondents had extended the range of services offered over the past 
decade. Clearly the manufacturers in the sample have been actively engaged in 
extending the range of services they provide. This is to be expected given: 
 
 an increasing desire on the part of project owners to limit the number of players 
they deal with and to obtain a ‘total project solution’ from one source; and 
 the trend toward increased outsourcing of project functions by project owners, 
particularly in the public sector (both trends were noted in earlier reports in this 
series). 
 
 
Section 3: Scope for Service Enhancement 
 
The scope for service enhancement by respondents was investigated with regard to 
export markets, negotiated contracts, independent marketing of services and sources 
of service improvement. 
 
Of the 13 respondents active in export markets, only four thought that services were 
markedly more important in those markets compared to domestic markets, as shown 
in Figure 13. It seems that the importance of services in export markets is very much 
related to the type of business being conducted in those markets. In this case, most of 
the respondents were selling to distributors rather than being directly involved on 
building and construction projects. They provided those distributors with the same 
services that they provided to their domestic distributors. Further, in most cases the 
distributor was responsible for after-sales service. 
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Figure 13: The Extent to Which Respondent Considers Services are 
More Important in Export Markets Compared to Domestic Markets, by 
Number of Respondents 
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In contrast, respondents working directly on overseas projects (ie. not using 
distributors) emphatically made the point that the service intensity of their 
contribution to those projects was greater than for domestic projects. For instance, 
overseas projects may involve: 
 
 a greater transport service component; 
 the need for translation services; 
 more elaborate packaging services (eg. to ensure packaging can withstand extreme 
weather conditions, or extended travel, or handling by inexperienced parties); 
 more complex after-sales service arrangements; 
 more complex design services (to meet overseas 
 standards); or 
 more intensive system integration services (ensuring compatibility with foreign 
systems). 
 
The differences found here between the service-intensity of project and distribution 
based activity in export markets supports the findings by Gann and Salter (1998) 
presented in Part One that service-enhancement is particularly important for project-
based firms. 
 
The survey also investigated the scope for service enhancement via negotiated 
contracts rather than open-bidding contracts. Results are shown in Figure 14. Eleven 
of the 16 respondents able to answer this question strongly felt that a dedicated 
(negotiated) relationship with project owners enabled them to deliver a greater range 
of services and better quality service. Further, the scope for greater provision of 
design services on negotiated contracts was noted by several respondents. 
 
It appears that the four respondents who did not see greater scope for service 
enhancement on negotiated contracts felt that the common industry practice of 
submitting non-conforming bids in competitive bidding situations allowed the same 
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scope for service enhancement (although many respondents disagreed with this view). 
This scope was thought to arise through the extra design work, although clearly under 
these conditions there would be less scope to negotiate a position of project 
management, for instance. Also, in a competitive situation, the scope for service 
enhancement is limited by the manufacturers ability to win the contract, as opposed to 
negotiated processes which provide greater security.   
 
Figure 14: The Extent to Which Respondent Considers Negotiated 
Contracts Provide More Scope for Service Enhancement than 
Negotiated Contracts, by Number of Respondents 
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These results highlight the extent to which relationships with clients create 
opportunities for value-adding via the provision of services. In part, this is because the 
additional communication with clients involved in negotiated contracts allows the 
manufacturer to better understand client requirements, putting it in a better position to 
provide a comprehensive and effective package of products and services to meet total 
client needs. The importance of such ‘bundling’ opportunities to the profitability of 
manufacturing enterprises was discussed in Part One 
 
Respondents provided an equally clear result to that shown in Figure 14 in relation to 
a question about independent marketing of services, as shown below. 
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Figure 15: The Extent to Which Services are Marketed Independently of 
Products, by Number of Respondents 
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Of the 18 respondents, 15 never marketed services independently of products. Of the 
three that did, one respondent often provided facilities management services in 
relation to facilities built and installed by competitors, while another respondent 
occasionally provided colour consultancy services and landscaping design services 
independently of products. 
 
These findings support the notion of the emergence of an integrated manufacturing-
services sector, which was raised by Pappas and Sheehan (1998) and discussed in Part 
One. It appears that the services provided by manufacturers are complexly entwined 
with their physical output, so much so that it is not profitable for them to provide 
services independently. As would be expected, the core value of operations seems to 
remain with the manufacturing activity. 
 
The last question in this segment of the survey sought to determine the extent to 
which project-based learning was the key source of learning in relation to service 
improvement, compared to the role of on-going business processes (such as annual 
market surveys). Of the 16 respondents answering this question, nine felt strongly that 
service improvement arose mainly from project work, while seven supported the 
proposition less strongly. The latter group appeared to be less involved in on-site 
work. 
 
Hence, the importance of project-based work is once again highlighted. It appears that 
the overall competitiveness of manufacturers in the building and construction product 
system is influenced by the extent of their involvement in project-based work and the 
extent to which they maximise opportunities arising from such involvement.  
 
Although project work is clearly a major source of service improvement, many 
respondents appeared to consider that market surveys were also an important source 
of learning. 
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Section 4: Focus on Design Services 
 
The focus on design work was prompted by preliminary discussions with 
manufacturers which indicated that design services played a major role in securing 
contracts. 
 
This section of the survey examined the extent to which customised (design-
enhanced) output was provided; the extent to which design work was project specific; 
and the extent to which design work could be re-cycled if a project bid failed. 
 
Figure 16 below shows the distribution of results across respondents in relation to 
customised output. All the output of three respondents was design-enhanced, while 
half of all respondents produced design-enhanced output constituting at least 50 per of 
their total output.  
 
Although the sample size of this survey was quite small, these strong results would 
seem to indicate high levels of service-intensity across the population of 
manufacturers in the building and construction product system. 
 
Figure 16: Customised Output as a Percentage of Total Output, by 
Respondent 
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Another question in this section of the survey revealed that eight respondents strongly 
felt that design work was primarily triggered by the demands of specific projects, 
while seven supported the proposition less strongly (these latter respondents were 
more likely to represent manufacturers that maintained on-going R&D activities). 
 
Notwithstanding the importance of on-going R&D activities, the results of this survey 
again show very strong support of the notion that project work is crucial to 
maximising opportunities through service-enhancement of manufacturing activities. 
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Finally, respondents commented on the extent to which designs contained in failed 
contract bids could be re-used in later bids. The figure below shows results. 
 
Figure 17: The Extent to Which Designs Contained in Failed Bids Can be 
Recycled, by Number of Respondents 
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Eight of the 14 respondents answering this question felt that project-based designs 
could often be recycled whereas six respondents felt they could sometimes be 
recycled. It appears that design services performed in relation to unsuccessful contract 
bids do not necessarily represent a sunk cost and in many cases the design can be 
recycled. The scope for recycling is probably determined by the nature of output 
being produced and the associated type of design work required for specific projects. 
 
This finding that manufacturers in the building and construction product system 
possess reasonable scope to recycle project-based designs supports the notion that 
design services are both a strategically important and cost-effective tool in the 
effective bundling of products and services. 
 
The next parts of this report discuss the results of two case studies of manufacturers. 
James Hardie and Mannesmann Dematic Colby were chosen for study based on 
survey findings. Most of the manufacturers surveyed were exemplary in their 
provision of services (most being project-based, leading manufacturers). James 
Hardie and Mannesmann Dematic Colby were chosen because they fell into this set 
and because they provided good examples of services provided by a materials/product 
supplier on one hand (James Hardie) and a machinery/equipment supplier on the other 
hand (Mannesmann Dematic Colby). 
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Part Three: Case Study One: James 
Hardie 
 
 
Part Three of the report deepens our understanding of service provision by 
manufacturers in the building and construction system by examining the first of two 
in-depth case studies. Company information in this section is based on annual reports, 
web-site material, marketing material and three personal interviews with senior 
managers at James Hardie. Each interview was undertaken over a two hour period in 
Brisbane between August 3-5 1999. 
 
Section 1: The Company 
 
James Hardie was established in 1888 by James Hardie to import oils and tanning 
products. In 1903, the company began importing French ‘fibro’ cement. In 1951 the 
company was publicly listed and over the years it has become a major Australian 
conglomerate active in diverse areas, ranging from irrigation to bathroom products. 
Despite this long-term success, by the early 1990s, the group had many 
underperforming businesses. Since then, the company has undergone a major 
reorganisation which has seen it sell peripheral businesses in an effort to gain 
efficiencies and value by focussing more fully on its core business – fibre cement. 
The company now focuses on exploiting global opportunities in this and related areas. 
 
According to its annual reports, the competitive strategy of James Hardie involves 
providing total solutions to customers through differentiated products and associated 
services. James Hardie advertises its ability to provide turn-key solutions, through 
uniquely packaged bundles of products and services. 
 
In 1999, James Hardie was listed in Australia’s top 100 companies (by market 
capitalisation) (JHBS Corporate Presentation Compact Disc, undated; company 
advice). In the financial year ending June 1999, James Hardie employed 4, 612 
persons and had total sales of $1,369m (James Hardie Annual Report 1999: 70-71). 
 
In pursuing product and service differentiation, James Hardie relies on its extensive 
R&D program. In 1998 it was ranked 33rd in the list of 325 companies participating in 
the Department of Industry, Science and Resources’ R&D Scoreboard. It also 
performed well by patent and trade mark applications (DISR 1998). 
 
James Hardie comprises the key groups shown below. 
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Figure 18: Corporate Structure 
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(Derived from JHBS Corporate Presentation Compact Disc, undated) 
 
 
The focus in this report is on the modular (prefabricated) buildings division, which, 
along with the insulated panel systems division and fibre cement systems division, 
makes up the building systems group. The modular buildings division is known by the 
key brand name ‘Ausco’. 
 
According to James Hardie’s 1999 annual report, Ausco is the Australian market 
leader in ‘factory-built’ buildings (: 27). This is particularly significant given that, of 
the 40 industries constituting the building and construction product system reviewed 
in a 1999 report by AEGIS, the prefabricated buildings industry was the fastest 
growing building and construction industry in Australia, by number of new 
businesses. 
 
Ausco has manufacturing facilities in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth and 
Adelaide. Sales and employment data is not publicly available for the Ausco division, 
however Ausco is a key component of the Building Systems Group and in 1999 that 
group had sales of $175.8m and employed 671 people (James Hardie Annual Report 
1999: 27). 
 
Ausco has been undertaking overseas projects since the early 1980s and has worked 
on over 200 projects in countries such as the Solomon Islands, Cambodia, Indonesia, 
the Philippines and Burma. Overseas work represents roughly 10 per cent of total 
sales. Approximately 60 per cent of Ausco projects are undertaken for repeat clients 
(Company Interviews 3-5 August 1999).  
 
This high level of work for repeat clients is unusual in comparison with the general 
experience of construction companies. Industry estimates suggest that work for repeat 
clients of major construction companies makes up approximately 40 per cent of all 
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work (Telephone Interview, Paul Kennedy, Commercial Manager, Baulderstone 
Hornibrook 9/8/99). 
 
Section 2: The Products6 
 
Ausco’s core product is prefabricated buildings, although the company’s marketing 
material refers to its products in terms of the final uses of those buildings. Ausco 
provides factory-built modular transportable buildings, in cube, knockdown or kitset 
form7 for workforce camps, disaster relief and other applications. The following list of 
projects helps illustrate Ausco’s product range: 
 
Workforce Camps 
 
 Pasminco Century Zinc Project:  a workforce camp consisting of 454 air-
conditioned, sound insulated rooms in 4-person cottage style buildings. The 
contract included: site preparation services, power, water and sewerage services 
and construction of a central facilities building for administration, offices, kitchen, 
dining areas, tavern and adjoining laundry and storage buildings. 
 
 Fletcher Construction Project: a 272 person construction camp for the Tennenco 
gas pipeline project capable of being moved by James Hardie six times in nine 
months. James Hardie won the contract because they could provide a complete 
package of buildings for rental and because they had the resources to manage the 
camp demounting and reinstallation at variable notice. 
 
 PT Freeport Indonesia Co Project: 300  beds provided 2,300 metres above sea 
level in two months. James Hardie’s unique method of prefabrication featured 
‘built-in’ methods of packing with complete floor, wall and roof sections which 
saved time in camp construction. 
 
 Aberfoyle Resources Project: bunk houses were provided with airconditioning, 
block-out curtains, refrigerators, wardrobes and bedding. A laundry, ablution 
block and five module diner were also supplied. 
 
Mining camp accommodation constitutes the core product of James Hardie building 
systems. 
 
Disaster Relief Buildings 
 
 Kobe Earthquake Relief Housing Project: 258 emergency housing units were 
manufactured in 18 days.  James Hardie partnered with Mitsubishi Corporation to 
meet the total contract which included assembly and fitout in Japan. 
 
                                                 
6 This section is drawn from a number of Project News newsletters published by James Hardie Building 
Systems. 
7 ‘cube’ = factory built buildings shipped in cube form. ‘knockdown’= factory made prefabricated 
building elements in export packs. ‘kitset’= factory packaged building components in kit form. 
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Other Applications 
 
 Sydney Olympic Project: 1,300 portable new-style buildings (incorporating 
ensuites) designed by James Hardie. The buildings will be leased and after the 
Olympics they will become part of Ausco’s fleet used to service the mining and 
resources sector. This project will ultimately extend Ausco’s hire service, 
expanding the funding options available for clients on other projects. 
 
 Yorke and Murray Island Project: featured a new housing range developed 
specifically for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Communities. The designs 
balance factory manufacture and on-site installation to minimise the number of 
trades required on-site and reduce labour costs. 
 
 British Aerospace (Australia) Project: a purpose built hire building was supplied 
and installed for use as the flight control facility for a major Japanese space 
project. The building met a 52.5 metres per second wind speed category rating and 
provided a climate controlled, dust free environment for control and monitoring 
equipment. 
 
Other applications also include telecommunications equipment shelters, doctors’ 
surgeries, convention halls and showrooms. Many projects are located in remote areas 
with little infrastructure. Large scale, complicated installation is often required within 
short lead times. The buildings are engineered to meet the variable demands of 
climate, transport, in-country handling capability, deadlines and cultures. Total 
production capacity is around 5,000 buildings per year. The current hire fleet is 
around 8,000 buildings and is Australia’s largest fleet of portable buildings. 
 
 
Section 3: Services Provided 
 
Ausco’s marketing material highlights its ability to provide ‘more than just buildings’, 
offering ‘total turn-key operation’ including: 
 
 project management 
 research and development; 
 product and systems testing; 
 project estimating and feasibility studies; 
 tailored designs and systems; 
 engineering; 
 manufacturing; 
 training; 
 transportation; 
 installation; 
 electrical services; 
 water/sewerage services; 
 furniture/equipment fit out; 
 insurance services at discount rates; 
 James Hardie warranty; 
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 maintenance; 
 environmental, health and safety leadership; 
 recognised quality assurance systems; 
 technical support; 
 relocation services; and 
 single-responsibility (dedicated construction capability). 
 
Hence, James Hardie stresses its ability to add value via the provision of services, 
with manufacturing being a small part of the total package: 
 
 ‘we have broken the mould of the traditional building material supplier’; 
 
 ‘only James Hardie Building Systems can offer you the whole package’; 
 
 ‘we’ll be the single point of contact and take responsibility for the supply and 
installation of buildings, fit out, maintenance, cleaning, catering etc’; 
 
 ‘bring our design team and installation advisers on board and have your project 
fully co-ordinated by us’; 
 
 ‘our fully integrated design and construction service includes our contracting 
capability, which involves the use of approved installation specialists and trades 
specialists trained and monitored by us’; 
 
 ‘when you go with James Hardie from the drawing board to turning the key, 
you’re guaranteed to get the most from our service’; and 
 
 ‘we see ourselves as more of a partner than a supplier’. 
 
(Source: James Hardie marketing material) 
 
Interviews with senior managers in James Hardie Building Systems (August 3-5 
1999) provided further detail regarding services provided. Their comments are 
reported below. 
 
Installation 
 
James Hardie seeks to add value by being ‘high up the food chain’. This means 
involvement in as many stages of the project process (see Figure 4) as possible. 
Installation is the first step in such value-adding and is a service commonly provided 
by Ausco. Installation involves setting-up the buildings on-site, often together with 
related services such as transport, electrical and plumbing. Installation might even 
involve setting up a sewerage plant or telecommunications plant. 
 
Installation services contribute significantly to revenue and profit and absorb a 
substantial proportion of resources. 
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Project Management 
 
Project management was highlighted as a key service provided by James Hardie. One 
senior manager noted the sorts of activities involved in project management: 
 
…for a mining village we might provide a site operation facility and a site 
management structure and we would run that whole project from start to finish 
according to what the client required, including the clearing of the land, the 
putting-in of buildings, swimming pools, tennis courts, all of those things that 
make up a village, we would build and install them. We would be the lead 
contractor for the client or the client’s agent to the point where we would take 
upon ourselves total project responsibility 
 
Project management, as a high value-adding activity, is mostly conducted by 
employees. However, on large long-term projects, subcontracted project managers 
may be employed to free up James Hardie’s human resources. 
 
Although Ausco has a strong interest in adding value through project management, 
according to one interviewee there are limits to what can be undertaken: 
 
…we have people asking us to bid on projects where our part is $10m and the 
whole project may be worth $1,000m and they want us to project manage the 
whole lot. But the risks are too big for us - we will partner to manage projects 
where our job is only a small part of the total project but we won’t be solely 
responsible for it, even if it means not winning the project. The risk would be 
so great, in performing functions in which we don’t have sufficient expertise. 
On the other hand, there are players smaller than us who would not be able to 
take on the sorts of risks we routinely carry. 
 
These comments highlight that service capability can be related to size. 
 
Facility Management 
 
James Hardie recently entered into its first facility management contract in relation to 
accommodation facilities at the Callide Power Station near Gladstone in Queensland. 
Previously James Hardie had left facility management (of prefabricated villages) to 
other companies, typically caterers, such as P&O. Often large caterers will not only 
undertake the catering but also the maintenance of a whole village or facility, 
including activities such as garbage control, the repair of airconditioners, providing 
library books for the library, managing food supplies for the kitchen and dealing with 
the post office. 
 
One manager commented: 
 
…this is an area that we have become interested in. Now that we are actively 
involved in a project (Callide) we are finding we are very good at facility 
management because we were setting-up most of the functions anyway - its 
just that we used to hand them over to the facility manager when installation 
was complete. This is a growth opportunity for James Hardie, if we choose to 
take on that extra direction/dimension. We are doing trials to prove our 
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capability and resolve and explore potential returns. Callide is like a trial, our 
first real facility management exercise. 
 
James Hardie had declined an earlier opportunity to get involved in facility 
management on an off-shore project. It was felt that the risks associated with taking 
on a new service role would be minimised if the first facility management project 
were located in Australia. 
 
Design Services 
 
The design phase of project work was described as ‘putting together a package to 
meet the client’s requirements’. Although most design work is carried out before 
construction commences, incremental design changes may occur after the contract is 
awarded. Such incremental changes involve improving efficiency for the benefit of 
James Hardie. Initial design work is aimed at the client whereas incremental changes 
tend to be an internal matter. 
 
One interviewee noted that: 
 
..we are looking more closely at developing our design services and organising 
them so that we can charge for defined options. For example, if we get local 
council approval for buildings as part of building supply and installation, then 
we should be able to charge for getting approval – so we are looking at setting 
things up this way – we give away design and technical services at the 
moment, we haven’t focused on developing them as a saleable item. 
 
Senior managers noted that Ausco is also looking at changing the way it deals with 
customers’ individual requirements: 
 
…we are concentrating on rationalising our standardised product range in 
order to reduce costs and provide an efficient base upon which to build our 
customised offerings. We want to move into customisation, that’s where the 
money is, but we have to bring down the costs on our standard items first – on 
parts, components and therefore products. 
 
It is important to have a standard product.  Consider the motor industry.  You go 
to Ford and you want to buy a Falcon and they have a standard range of colours, 
but you really want a particular color that is not in the range. Ford will say ‘yes 
we can give you that colour but it will take 12 weeks longer and we'll have to 
charge you another $5,000 for the car because the colour is not standard…but 
how about this colour here, it’s very close to what you want’.  And the customer  
looks at it and thinks ‘I don't want to wait 12 weeks and I really don't want to pay 
the extra $5,000 and that colour is pretty close to what I want so I'll take that’. 
 
Ausco is seeking to implement a similar system. At the moment our standard and 
customised prices are too similar. We are aiming to differentiate them more, by 
reducing prices on standard designs. 
 
Hence, we will increase the internal design input in the product development 
phase so we can develop a flexible range of standard products. For instance, 
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using awnings to extend the size of buildings. After we have got our standard 
costs down, we will be able to efficiently offer customised design services. 
 
Engineering Services 
 
Engineering services were seen to support materials development, design services and 
construction aspects of project-based work. These applications might involve ‘clever 
ways of building structures to meet cyclonic conditions, fire conditions, light-weight 
conditions or long-term durability conditions.’ Engineering services are also applied 
to improving factory efficiency. 
 
Technical Support Services 
 
James Hardie’s technical services division supports clients both directly, and 
indirectly via support to the other divisions of the company and distributors. One 
interviewee noted that direct client support arises: 
 
…particularly in relation to architectural specification where architects will 
contact us to provide them with the technical information they want (this 
information would go beyond the printed information available). Architects 
will contact us when they need information to assist them in design work for a 
contract bid, or they may contact us during the construction phase. We don’t 
charge for technical support services yet, although we are looking at ways of 
managing technical services in order to maximise returns. 
 
Environmental Services 
 
James Hardie does not market environmental services as such, nor do they charge for 
related services. The extent of James Hardie’s interest in environmental services 
consists of having high environmental standards and a sound reputation in this regard. 
One interviewee observed that: 
 
..we operate environmentally sound manufacturing sites, we produce 
environmentally sound products and we are aware of environmentally sound 
applications. Furthermore, we meet requirements in terms of environmental 
specifications. For example, on the Olympics project our buildings had to 
meet certain green requirements in terms of the energy involved in producing 
them and certain products weren’t allowed to be used. On mining projects, we 
have on occasion been part of the on-site team involved in negotiating land-
right and/or environmental issues with interest groups. This is often at an early 
stage in the project when we are there and the accommodation facilities are 
being put in place. Because of our experience, we would consider ourselves to 
be in a position to contribute sound input. 
 
Training Services 
 
In developing country locations, indigenous workers employed by James Hardie 
(directly or indirectly) are often trained in installation skills and in health and safety 
requirements. Health and safety training helps the client by establishing a project 
culture emphasising such issues early in a project’s life. This is particularly important 
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in developing countries where health and safety consciousness may be lower than in 
Australia. One manager noted: 
 
 …on a site like that [Goro in New Caledonia], if a local company had been 
building the accommodation units, there wouldn't have been a pair of steel-
capped boots or a hard hat on the site. There wouldn't have been a first-aid post 
on site.  On the other hand, with us there on the Inco project in Goro, every man 
on the site, whether he was local or Australian, wore a pair of steel capped boots 
and a hard hat. 
 
 On the Inco project, during some phases, health and safety briefings were 
conducted every morning. This was part of our standard safety procedure. We 
impart that sort of safety consciousness on every site we work on in developing 
countries. We stress the value of this to project owners. Thanks to us, when other 
parties come along and ultimately the owner is there, site workers are used to 
wearing boots and a hard hat. Through training, we established a safety culture 
on the site that will be carried through to when the facility is operational. 
 
James Hardie also trains Australian subcontractors in terms of how to best install 
products and building systems. Such training assists in completing the product offer to 
clients. Fees are not normally charged for the provision of training. 
 
Financial Services 
 
James Hardie offers a range of finance options in relation to Ausco’s prefabricated 
buildings. A senior manager observed that: 
 
…clients can choose to buy the buildings, or buy under a buy-back 
arrangement, or they can hire or lease buildings. Ausco is mainly involved in 
hire arrangements. 
 
Insurance Services 
 
Insurance services are offered by James Hardie to clients. Some forms of insurance 
are legally required while others are not. An example of the latter is insurance during 
transit, which is offered by Ausco (through sub-contractors), and is often taken up by 
clients. 
 
Overall, the Ausco managers interviewed for this study emphasised the value placed 
on services by James Hardie. One interviewee noted that: 
 
…we always get a premium over what our competitors get – we know this 
from our market surveys – we are considered expensive, but because of the 
scope and quality of the services we offer, we still emerge the market leader. 
 
Interviewees made the point that overseas work tended to be more service-intensive 
than domestic work. For example, transport may be easily arranged by clients 
themselves in domestic markets but for overseas work transport is more complex and 
Ausco’s linkages are more likely to be relied on by clients. 
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In part, greater service intensity arises in overseas projects because a greater 
proportion of such projects tend to result from negotiated contracts, as opposed to 
open-bidding contracts. This gives Ausco a better opportunity to gain an in-depth 
understanding of client needs and offer a tailored package of products and services. 
 
None of the services provided by Ausco are ever marketed independently of products. 
Although Ausco occasionally gets requests to provide services independently, 
especially design services, these requests are not met. Interviewees made the 
following comments: 
 
 we do not operate as an engineering consultancy, so we are not covered by 
professional indemnity insurance; and 
 
 if we just design the product, we can’t obtain enough value for this service to 
make it viable for us and that probably comes about because we are primarily a 
product manufacturer and much of the value is locked up in our products. 
 
 
Section 4: Business Relationships and Services 
 
Many of Ausco’s projects run over years when the full range of project phases is 
considered. These phases include: 
 
 identifying the project opportunity; 
 involvement as part of a stakeholder team; 
 the pre-bid process; 
 the bid; 
 the contract; 
 manufacture; and 
 on-site activity. 
 
The length of time involved and the diverse range of players encountered across the 
project phases suggest ample scope for the development of useful business 
relationships. In the current context, the focus is on the impact of these relationships 
on service provision and improvement. Ausco managers made the following 
comments: 
 
Suppliers and Subcontractors 
 
 We have a heavy emphasis on logistics, involving our material supply and where 
our assets are, like our building hire fleets, and how we can move our 
manufactured buildings around with a great degree of flexibility and utilise all our 
opportunities. This comes back to giving suppliers clear direction so that they can 
help us improve our cost position and service. 
 
 We have preferred suppliers agreements, we pursue the idea of having fewer, but 
more efficient suppliers, those that we build relationships with, that can be relied 
on, that are here for the long haul, and that we, in a way, partner with, to make 
ourselves more competitive. Service is a big part of that. 
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 These relationships result in product and service improvements because we rely 
on that logistics chain bringing to us the latest innovations from our suppliers to 
integrate into our own innovations that we are working on internally. 
 
 Services in our context involve installation and construction, we don’t just build 
the buildings and supply them, we also do the installation and construction work 
on site, like laying paving stones, planting trees, and all the things that make up a 
complete package. The quality of our relationships with suppliers and 
subcontractors can help us improve the value of the services we provide. 
 
Clients 
 
 Part of our service involves innovative ‘management’ of clients. This improves 
our competitiveness in offering better solutions to clients, it helps us control costs 
better than competitors. 
 
 The level of client relationship definitely affects the ability to do the job under 
different circumstances. For instance, if you don’t have very good relations with 
the client (or potential client) you’ll find you are tendering on open tender and that 
is very, very competitive, with prices being driven down to the lowest common 
denominator - quality and services are often out the window in these 
circumstances. We actually avoid that kind of work. 
 
 Open-bidding contracts allow little opportunity to build the costs associated with 
services and quality into a project. The client is not looking for value, he is just 
looking for the lowest price today (without looking at on-going project costs). 
Hence we have reduced our involvement in open-bidding contracts to 20 per cent 
of our total work. Thirty per cent of our work now comes from negotiated 
contracts and 50 per cent from invited bidding processes. We are concentrating on 
building client loyalty. 
 
Research Organisations 
 
 We work with CSIRO and universities quite a bit. For example, our technical and 
engineering services divisions work with CSIRO in terms of fire codes and with 
universities in terms of cyclonic and fire conditions. This can lead to product 
development and/or improvements in our installation services, for example. 
 
 
Section 5: Business Processes and Services 
 
Despite Ausco being classified as a manufacturer by the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics, the division maintains a strong services presence, as illustrated in its 
emphasis on installation, construction and other project-based services. In the past, 
this has created somewhat of an identity crisis - was the business being driven by 
manufacturing or construction activities? Today the business sees itself as being 
driven by sales, which cuts across other functions. Manufacturing, construction, 
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installation and logistics are now seen as support functions. However, an interviewee 
observed that: 
 
…it is not that many years ago when James Hardie considered the most 
important man on every site was the manufacturing manager because he had 
the most people reporting to him. 
 
Regional sales managers are now the key business drivers. The sales focus helps tie 
together on-going business processes (such as technology development, market 
surveys and so on) and project processes (such as construction, project management 
and so on). Respondents felt that this arrangement helped the business ‘put more 
sophistication, clarity and definition into the total package offered to provide total 
client solutions’. 
 
Interviewees highlighted a number of other features of Ausco business processes that 
impacted on services. They made the following comments: 
 
A Service Ethos 
 
 Service is all about culture and changing the culture of employees, in part it’s an 
attitude. Service is a cultural journey that you take your people on. It was 
extremely difficult for James Hardie to embark on this cultural journey – we have 
undergone a tremendous change in business culture – we have employed leading-
edge management science to reinvent ourselves. 
 
Market Surveys 
 
 We conduct annual client surveys of approximately one-quarter of our data base. 
Our surveys review product and service attributes separately. The survey is 
designed to measure and benchmark our performance in products and services and 
we achieve a high response rate. The feedback helps determine how we will direct 
our innovation efforts.  We try to balance our product and service offer to 
maximise returns. 
 
 We don’t want to over-service and expose ourselves to diminishing marginal 
returns. One year, when the business was being restructured, our survey revealed 
that customer satisfaction levels had fallen for service attributes. As a result, we 
really focussed on improving the culture of the business. A main outcome was a 
newsletter system that keeps past clients informed of activities, projects and 
innovations. This is a particularly useful strategy given that 60 per cent of our 
clients are repeat clients (for example, Telstra for equipment shelters and mining 
companies for work camps at different sites). 
 
 Currently product quality and value for money can still be improved but we are 
already there in terms of client satisfaction with services (we don’t want to over-
service and leave money on the table). 
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Building Code Compliance 
 
 Part of the service we offer includes compliance with building codes. It costs us to 
maintain our integrity in this regard and our reputation for quality is part of the 
return we get. Unfortunately, not all builders comply with the regulations (they 
can get away with it because the regulations are not always enforced properly) and 
they are able to save money this way. They drive costs down for the industry and 
threaten its viability. 
 
Learning Strategies 
 
 When new services are offered, James Hardie now carefully documents the 
experience on the project (for example, the Callide project and facility 
management services) to ensure that if we are going to extend the service to other 
projects, we have a business process to make the most of our initial experience. If 
appropriate, we might turn a new service into a new business direction. 
 
 What has happened in the past is that we have allowed ourselves to be driven by 
projects - one successful project, another successful project - but at the end of the 
day, too often everything that we learned was in files that are not referred to again. 
Unless you have done something to your people [encouraged learning] you 
haven’t carried anything forward. It’s just shocking the amount of waste because 
we allowed ourselves to be project-driven, now we are looking at our product and 
service offer as a whole, now we are moving to extract learning experiences out of 
every project, so as to enhance our product and service offer. Unless you drag out 
or extract your learning, you’re constantly re-inventing the wheel. Although we 
have always stored the data, now we have a better awareness of how important it 
is and how everybody is able to contribute to the data base and draw on it. 
 
 If the culture of your business is such that people will take that extra effort to say 
‘I learned such and such, this idea could be expanded, I’ll pass it on..’ you’re 
likely to go somewhere. And email and other information technologies are helping 
people share learning - previously it was all too hard. 
 
 We are currently improving our learning capability and hence our product and 
service standards through the formation of fully networked, cross functional, cross 
divisional and cross project teams. [Figure 19 shows interlinked functional teams 
running vertically and interlinked project teams running horizontally – each 
division has a set of these teams and each set of teams has interlinking members 
between divisions]: 
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Figure 19: Interlinking Teams 
 
 
 
 
Functional Teams  
 
 
 
 
 
Project Teams 
 
(Source: Based on a diagram drawn by an interviewee) 
 
 Our teams help in the integration of project and business knowledge flows. The 
teams have interlinking members, so the head of team A is a member of team B 
and the learning from team B drives up and down team A and so on. The linking 
team members represent the primary vehicle for communication between teams. 
 
 [Figure 19 shows how] these team networks link business processes to project 
processes, as most projects will involve members from each functional team. The 
project group will conduct pre-, post- and on-going critiques of the project, from 
the perspective of each functional team. 
 
Accountability 
 
 Another part of our new culture seeks to provide greater accountability. For 
example, we are moving towards internally charging fees for additional services 
required on projects, such as design services. We are introducing improved 
accounting systems to benchmark performance. 
 
 
Section 6: A Project Example: Mining Camp 
Facility 
 
This section examines a recent major overseas project undertaken by James Hardie. 
The aim is to investigate the role of project processes in shaping the services provided 
and sponsoring service improvement. The material is drawn from interviews 
conducted with senior managers at James Hardie Building Systems in Brisbane 
(August 3-5 1999). 
 
 
i: Background 
 
The project owner was a Canadian public company, Inco, one of the largest nickel 
producers in the world. The Ausco division of James Hardie was commissioned to 
provide accommodation and administrative buildings associated with a pilot plant for 
a nickel mine in Goro, New Caledonia. Ausco’s project ran between 1998 and 1999 
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and was valued at approximately $US3m, while the total value of the mining project 
was approximately $US40m. 
 
 
ii: Project Structure 
 
Ausco submitted a tender to the project manager and was later directly contracted to 
Inco. Ausco won one of several major contracts awarded. The diagram below notes 
the major players of interest here. 
 
Figure 20: Inco Project Structure 
 
Project Owner
(Inco)
Mine     Accomodation           Catering                  Civil Works   Process Plant
                                 (Ausco)
Electrical                   Water/Sewerage     Local Works  (eg.       Shipping
                                                                  labour and equip.
                                                                   hire)
Project Manager
 
 
 
(Source: Based on material provided during interviews) 
 
Hence, Ausco was a major subcontractor to Inco. Ausco then subcontracted a number 
of the services required, as shown. 
 
Ausco’s contract with Inco was for supply and install, rather than design and 
construct. However, Ausco submitted both a conforming and non-conforming bid. 
The non-conforming bid involved value-adding via the provision of design services. 
The design modifications arose both from Ausco’s experience and from discussions 
with the catering contractors. One manager noted that ‘the fact that we were able to 
come up with the new design secured the project for us’. 
 
 
iii: Project Relationships and Services 
 
Interviews undertaken for this report indicated the extent to which service provision 
and/or improvement was undertaken in association with other parties. This section 
examines the impact of key relationships on the service offerings associated with the 
Inco project. 
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Subcontractors 
 
As shown above, some non-core services were subcontracted by Ausco on the Inco 
project. These service providers were appointed after an invited tender process. 
Tenders were invited from specific contractors based on their reliability and integrity. 
These qualities had been proven through previous relationships. For Ausco, the value 
of previous relationships in engendering trust was so great that on the Inco project 
Ausco chose to contract an inexperienced, but known, service provider over an 
experienced company. 
 
This occurred where the commitment to employ foreign nationals came into play. 
Because James Hardie had very little knowledge of the building and construction 
industry in New Caledonia, nor of the quality of various suppliers, they chose a 
known player (a refrigeration expert), even though that player was largely 
inexperienced in the required skills (installation). 
 
Similarly, Australian sub-contractors on the Inco project were known to James 
Hardie. This was important as it reduced the risks associated with an offshore project. 
One interviewee noted that: 
 
…where we do overseas jobs, we need to be confident that the companies we 
contract can do the job and that their employees can work in remote areas…so 
we need to be careful about which service providers we get prices from. 
 
Although Ausco engages some sub-contractors regularly for different projects, they 
are not designated as ‘preferred suppliers’, nor are they engaged through on-going 
supply agreements. On the other hand, these stronger forms of partnership are entered 
into with certain suppliers and subcontractors to Ausco’s manufacturing facilities. 
 
Clients 
 
Inco had very specific accommodation requirements for the project which did not fit 
in with Ausco’s standard prefabricated buildings, so new building designs were 
developed. These designs are now being adopted as a standard buildings because they 
have inherent benefits and are more cost effective to produce than some of Ausco’s 
other standard offerings. 
 
Technical Support Infrastructure 
 
Ausco had several interactions with Austrade in relation to the Inco project. Austrade 
provided translation and networking services that, in turn, improved the service Ausco 
was able to offer. One manager made the following comments: 
 
…Austrade people provided interpretation services at our initial meetings with 
Inco and they accompanied me to the first site briefing…we paid an hourly 
rate on translation…other services attracted specific fees…they also gave us 
support by way of introductions to local people. When I first went to New 
Caledonia to try and find local contractors, Austrade gave me some 
introductions that I was then able to follow up and in turn those people gave 
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me some introductions to more people and so on…and all this was achieved 
with the assistance of translators. 
 
This helped me to engage quality suppliers and service providers. I had no 
idea of the industry in Noumea. I had never been to Noumea. I had to learn 
very quickly where I could buy materials, who was going to rip me off, who 
wasn’t going to rip me off. 
 
Interest Groups 
 
Ausco is often one of the first contractors on a construction site. In some ways this 
puts pressure on Ausco because it is often the first point of contact for any interest 
groups seeking to make a point through impacting on site activities. Although this is 
often a problem for Ausco, it is also an opportunity. Ausco is able to stress to owners, 
that, as one of the first companies on site, it can employ team building, collaboration 
and public relations skills to ease the way for later contractors and ultimately the 
owner. This is an informal public relations service provided by Ausco. 
 
The Inco example illustrates these points. During the project, Ausco interacted with a 
local community committee. This was quite a militant group, which blockaded the site 
several times during construction in relation to a wage dispute. It appears that Ausco 
involvement in the dispute served to improve relations with the local community. It 
could be argued that Ausco representatives bought with them a culture of team work 
and collaboration and that this expertise was part of the service offered to the client. 
 
Evidence of the focus of James Hardie on team work and collaboration was reflected 
in the content of all the interviews conducted for the case study and was also evident 
in James Hardie’s Annual Reports. The reports note that the company introduced a 
Team Performance Planning and Development Program in 1997. It appears that 
following the change in Managing Director in 1993, there has been an increased 
emphasis on trust and cooperation as essential components of team building and 
collaboration. The impact of these efforts is likely to be felt on construction sites 
through more harmonious and service-enhancing relationships with other parties 
engaged on projects 
 
 
iv: Service Improvements 
 
In addition to service improvements arising directly from project relationships 
described above, interviewees noted a number of other areas of service improvement 
related to the project. Their comments are reported below. 
 
Electrical Services 
 
 Inco was the first time we had to work to the requirements of French building 
regulations. This meant that we had to change some of our technical specifications 
significantly. For instance, they would not allow anything other than French 
manufactured electrical cables, light switches, fittings etc to be used in the 
buildings. This created problems because the people we have here in the factory, 
that pre-wire the buildings, were not licenced to the French standards. 
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This meant that we had to subcontract these electrical services to a New 
Caledonian company, which both monitored wiring in Australia and wired 
buildings on site. We now have established with the New Caledonian Authorities 
that our buildings are approved to the French standard, inclusive of the design, 
structural integrity, water-proofness and so on. This reduced uncertainties and 
costs associated with the next project we did in New Caledonia. This was 
significant for us because one of the barriers we face in overseas work is that we 
don’t comply with regulations, or we don’t know if we comply. 
 
Compliance imposed considerable cost on the Inco project because we had to 
change the way we did things and the type of cables we used. But out of that 
experience, we have accumulated learning that will now enable us to provide 
better service to clients, particularly improved timeliness and other efficiencies, 
through an extension of Ausco’s electrical expertise. 
 
Transport Services 
 
 We learnt during this project that we need to improve our transport service. We 
need to improve the labeling on our packaging. We ship knocked-down buildings 
and cube buildings and material in containers. Our non-containerised freight needs 
better labeling to reduce damage in shipping. 
 
We design the building frames with lifting points in certain positions and the 
lifting points are intended to be used during handling, that is part of the whole 
structural integrity of the frame. However, on the Inco project freight handlers 
didn’t use the lifting points, they used a fork lift. Subsequently, the frame bent in 
the middle. This does happen occasionally on projects when inexperienced 
shippers are used. The Inco damage has prompted us the review labeling practice. 
We will put improved signage on our packaging in an effort to avoid the problem. 
 
This is particularly important when we are not using our experienced shipping 
subcontractors - for instance, where the owner makes their own shipping 
arrangements. We have had severe damage done to our base frames and steel 
surrounds and flooring on other projects because client’s shippers have not known 
how to handle the cargo. The learning we have got from that is that we need to 
monitor the cargo more closely from the moment it leaves the factory and is 
loaded onto trucks, onto the wharf, onto the ship and then off the ship and onto the 
site. Ausco supervision personnel need to be present at all transfers (this will add 
to client costs, so they won’t save as much on shipping themselves). 
 
Packaging Quality 
 
 We gain valuable learning from working in different countries…we build on that 
experience when we do new projects in the same, or similar countries. For 
example, after INCO we started another project in New Caledonia and on that 
project we improved our packaging service. On the Inco project, we 
underestimated both the extent of rainfall and its likely impact on our building 
materials. On the next project, we were able to utilise our improved technical 
knowledge to safeguard the integrity of our building materials by increasing the 
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waterproof qualities of our packaging. Otherwise, we risk de-lamination of the 
vinyl flooring, the ceilings falling off and/or the insulation gets wet. 
 
Logistics Advice 
 
 The Inco project built on our learning from a previous project on a remote site in 
Indonesia where we had to build a jetty to unload barges. There were also new 
challenges on the Inco project because of the ruggedness of the terrain. Ausco 
provided expert transport advice to Inco concerning the most effective transport 
options. Consequently Inco upgraded jetty facilities adjacent to the site to be used 
in delivering materials. Problems with offloading in Noumea included the 
militancy of the Maritime Union and road conditions (30 kms of gravel road in 
poor condition). This information was all included in the service-enhanced non-
conforming bid submitted by Ausco to Inco. 
 
Planning Services 
 
 Personnel at off-shore construction sites often have difficulty communicating with 
the Australian office because modular buildings are often required at remote sites 
where there are no telephone lines and problematic satellite communication is 
necessary. Satellite link-ups are used to make phone calls and send faxes but they 
tend to be very unreliable. Communication is also maintained through occasional 
site visits by Australian office personnel. Communication difficulties increase the 
need for effective planning to enable the provision of quality service and services 
in overseas locations. 
 
Overall, interviewees stressed that: 
 
Significant product and service development arose from the Inco project in 
terms of the turn-key, that is to say, project management, aspects of the job. 
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Part Four: Case Study Two: Mannesmann 
Dematic Colby (Colby) 
 
 
This part of the report presents the second of two case studies. Company information 
in this section is based on annual reports, web-site material, marketing material and 
two personal interviews undertaken with senior Colby managers on August 18 1999 
in Sydney, lasting approximately two hours each. 
 
 
Section 1: The Company 
 
Colby was formed 1967 and initially manufactured pallet storage systems. The 
company’s founder, Gerry Hatton, pursued company growth through product and 
service differentiation because, in the early days, Colby had insufficient volume to be 
the lowest cost producer. One Colby manager observed that: 
 
…we came up with the smartest solution. We offered value for money – not 
necessarily the lowest price – although in the long run we have focussed on 
both –being the smart solution providers and being the low cost providers. 
Manufacturing is not the only source of competitive advantage we have relied 
on. Our competitive advantage has resided more in our people and the 
knowledge that our people have. 
 
In 1997, Colby became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Mannesmann Dematic, the 
world’s largest supplier of materials handling systems. Mannessmann Dematic is a 
division of the multinational company, Mannesmann, that has interests in engineering, 
automobiles, telecommunications, tubes and trading. 
 
In 1999, Colby established a new $25m manufacturing facility and Asia Pacific 
headquarters in Belrose, NSW. This move combined the activities of three existing 
factories in NSW. 
 
Colby’s current corporate structure is shown below. 
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Figure 21: Colby Corporate Structure 
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(Source: Engineering Mannesmann Dematic, Colby Systems, Corporate Overview, 26 July 
1999: 4) 
 
Colby adds value to its manufacturing operations through its focus on providing 
integrated turnkey systems for a broad range of applications including warehousing 
and logistics; baggage and cargo handling; automotive freight; and postal services. 
Colby systems are often installed as part of the construction of new or improved 
buildings. Colby is capable of managing projects of up to $300m and has ‘an open 
approach to partnering and relationship options’. Key features of Colby’s operations 
(as suggested in its marketing material) are summarised below: 
 
 annual turnover of approximately $100m; 
 
 staff of 300 (of whom, approximately half have university degrees) including 60 
concepting and design engineers, 130 implementation engineers and 90 direct 
manufacturing personnel (hence, only one-third of labour costs are directly related 
to manufacturing); 
 
 Australian market leadership in conveyors, distribution systems and distribution 
information technology; 
 
 35% of turnover from export activity (in 1996 Colby was one of the top 10 
Australian exporters, measured by business growth); 
 
 75% average Australian-made content; 
 
 utilisation of leading edge technology including simulation and design 
technologies (one of Australia's largest users of Autocad/CAM), CNC controlled 
machinery and extensive use of robotics for quality manufacturing; 
 
 won more than half of the major industry awards for innovation/design excellence 
in materials handling systems; and 
 
 Certified to ISO9001 which includes manufacturing, design, controls, and service, 
and is the highest level of certification attainable. 
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Colby is a project-based company producing output of which 90 per cent is 
customised. For Colby, customisation involves ‘individually tailored hardware and/or 
software components…and using standard components to configure a customised 
solution’. 
 
Colby’s business success is reflected in the high percentage of projects it wins 
through competitive processes. Its win-rate seems to be considerably higher than the 
average rate of 10 per cent applying to major construction contractors. 
 
 
Section 2: The Products 
 
The divisions shown in Figure 21 cover the key product groups offered by the 
company: storage equipment, conveyor systems, information technologies and 
integrated systems. Each product group is briefly explained below. 
 
Storage Equipment 
 
 Static storage systems - space efficient and economical storage systems. 
 
 Live storage systems - provide automatic stock rotation, simplified stock 
selection, improved picking productivity and faster handling. 
 
 Mobile storage systems - typically require about half the space of conventional 
storage systems. 
 
 High-rise narrow aisle storage systems - suitable for use in conjunction with 
automated materials handling systems. 
 
Conveyors 
 
 Colby’s conveyor systems join processes together, deliver goods automatically 
and on cue. They can store goods until the next person or machine wants them, 
sort out goods or merge them intelligently and can facilitate a number of functions 
that add value to products, such as packaging and weighing. Colby’s conveyors 
are used primarily in distribution and manufacturing applications. 
 
Information technologies 
 
 Colby’s Information Technologies Division is the market leader in the application 
of wireless data communications and paperless order picking technology in large 
warehousing and logistics applications. R&D is a prime focus of this division. 
 
 Colby's IT Division is the world's largest distributor of Teklogix wireless data 
communications technology, with applications in manufacturing, distribution, 
transport, ports and primary industries,. Colby is also a major exporter of IT products 
and services, with hundreds of systems operating throughout the USA, Europe, Asia 
and Australasia. 
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Integrated Systems 
 
 Colby claims to have ‘the largest and most experienced team of system designers 
and integrators in Australasia’ (in the materials handling industry). This division 
interfaces the various technologies (physical equipment) and techniques (software 
and methods and procedures) constituting a system. 
 
 Colby further suggests that ultimate system performance will be determined far 
more by the quality of the software, the operating methods and procedures which 
drive it, and the training of the people who operate it, than by the equipment and 
building components of a system. 
 
This overview of Colby’s product groups reinforces the picture of a manufacturing 
enterprise heavily engaged in the marketing of bundled products and services, with 
integrated systems being one of the most service-intensive divisions. Services offered 
by this division include extensive management, planning, design, simulation, 
installation, commissioning, auditing, training and maintenance activities. The 
information technology division is also very service-intensive as design services play 
a major role in the division’s operations (given Colby’s emphasis on customised 
solutions for clients). 
 
 
Section 3: Services Provided 
 
In analysing the services provided by Colby (based on their published material), it 
would be misleading to focus on the activities of the service and support division. 
That division is responsible for maintenance services and, while maintenance services 
are crucial to a system’s performance, they represent the tail end of a long precession 
of services likely to have been provided by Colby from the time a prospective project 
is identified. 
 
The extent to which the company relies on the delivery of high quality sophisticated 
services to protect and extend its position in the market place is reflected in the 
following company diagram. 
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Figure 22: Total Client Solutions 
 
 
 
 
(Source: Engineering Mannesmann Dematic, Colby Systems, Corporate Overview, 26 July 
1999: 6) 
 
Hence, Colby is able to evaluate, concept, and integrate total system solutions for 
clients, offering key services such as needs analysis, engineering, installation, project 
management, controls engineering, software design, on-site commissioning and 
training. 
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Indeed, the figure below indicates that the key factors driving each of Colby’s 
divisions (as shown in Colby’s marketing material) reveal a high level of service 
intensity. 
 
Figure 23: Divisional Drivers 
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(Source: Engineering Mannesmann Dematic, Colby Systems, Corporate Overview, 26 July 
1999: 4) 
 
This diagram highlights the extent to which the performance of each division is 
dependent on the quality of services. Every division is driven, to varying degrees, by 
the service component of the ‘bundled’ products and services offered by Colby. 
 
Recent market research undertaken by Colby sought to determine the importance of 
key factors influencing clients’ purchasing decisions. The factors were split into two 
categories, as shown below: 
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Table 1: Factors Influencing the Client’s Purchase Decision 
 
Factors rated over 8.5 on a scale of 0-10 (more important factors) 
 
 quality of components   P 
 ability to meet specifications   S 
 ensure work done    S 
 reliability of equipment   P 
 stability and security of supplier  S 
 equipment with long life   P 
 knowledgeable people   S 
 ease of servicing    S 
 reliable service    S 
 strong technical backup   S 
 ability to meet deadlines   S 
 implement smooth changeover  S 
 availability of spares   P 
 respond quickly    S 
 willing to listen    S 
 understand needs    S 
 after-sales service    S 
 easy to contact    S 
 quickly understand business  S 
 build relationship    S 
 
Factors rated 6.5-8.4 on a scale of 0-10 (less important factors) 
 
 most-up-to-date solutions   P 
 fully accredited to ISO9000   P 
 previous good experience   S 
 compatibility with existing equip.  P 
 warranty     S 
 high standard contact people  S 
 manufacture own equipment  P 
 easy to use software   P 
 not always complex solutions  S 
 regular contact and follow up  S 
 cost savings    P 
 cost price of system    P 
 
(Source: Derived from unpublished company marketing material) 
 
While it is difficult to separate these factors into service or product-related categories, 
the left had column indicates the essential orientation of each factor. Of the 20 ‘more 
important’ factors noted by survey respondents, only three are essentially product-
related attributes. Of the 12 ‘less important’ factors noted, seven are essentially 
product-related. These figures indicate the extent to which services are valued by 
Colby’s clients. 
 
This client emphasis is reflected in Colby’s business orientation. Business processes 
emphasise the provision of integrated (service-intensive) solutions to clients, as 
shown below. 
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Figure 24: Colby Business Focus 
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(Source: Engineering Mannesmann Dematic, Colby Systems, Corporate Overview, 26 July 
1999: 5) 
 
This diagram indicates the service-intensive levels of value-adding applied to the base 
of manufactured equipment. Colby’s success in positioning itself as a manufacturer 
offering significant service enhancement of output is reflected in the following 
comment made by one interviewee: 
 
…we were helping a client with the design of a system and after we had gone 
through and understood their operation in quite some detail and proposed a 
systems solution and received the order, the customer then turned around and 
asked whose equipment we would be using! The point is, the customer clearly 
placed more value on the problem-solving services provided to develop the 
integrated system than on the manufactured components. 
 
The two interviews with Colby managers provided further detail regarding a number 
of services. Their comments are reported below. 
 
Project Management 
 
 Project management is considered to be a core competency of Colby’s as we are a 
project-based business. 
 
 Project management means to take something that has been designed by the sales 
group in the conceptual phase and turn it into reality by combining a range of 
services, such as engineering, software development and delivery. Key elements 
of project management involve scheduling, budgeting and assignment of detailed 
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responsibilities. The business approaches all major tasks, including external and 
internal projects, from a project management perspective. 
 
 We don’t subcontract project management. We have roughly 10 project managers 
working on major projects at any point in time. 
 
Software Development 
 
 We consider software development to be fundamental to our business, although 
specific elements of a software development project may be subcontracted. We 
have a core group of developers which controls software development processes. 
 
Installation 
 
 We use subcontracted installers. It doesn’t make sense to employ large numbers of 
installation crew across all of the skills we need on a full-time basis. We only 
employ the supervisors, not the hands-on installers. 
 
Business Advice 
 
 Colby provides material and product handling systems that form a central part of a 
client’s overall business operations. Our systems are fundamental to the efficient 
operation of the clients supply chain, therefore it is essential for Colby to have a 
clear and in-depth understanding of what the client is trying to achieve. We 
undertake needs analysis to help clients, even very large clients, to develop 
effective logistics strategies. We advise clients about how logistics can be used to 
gain competitive advantage. 
 
Maintenance 
 
 Maintenance services are provided through the Services and Support division. 
These services range from routine grease and oil changes to overall system audits. 
Auditing involves both understanding a customer’s business before a system is 
designed and making sure an existing system is performing optimally. The latter 
involves making sure there are not any mechanical or software problems and 
checking that the client is using the system correctly. Hence, Colby’s auditing 
service involves checking that physical and business systems are operating 
optimally and that the integration of these systems is optimal. 
 
 In some cases, Colby fulfils a total system support role, and in others it 
supplements the client’s in-house maintenance expertise. Colby operates a 24 hour 
emergency support service. 
 
 More clients are outsourcing support functions, so we are offering higher and 
higher levels of service and support as well as more of these services to a larger 
number of clients. 
 
 The level of maintenance support offered to clients is dependent on the type of 
system provided to that client. Non-mechanised systems (such as pallet racking) 
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require far less support than systems requiring an electro-mechanical interface or 
software. 
 
 We offer quick response times with our maintenance services. For example, if a 
client has purchased radio-frequency data communication equipment from us, we 
can provide a contracted service which ensures that the system is operating 
optimally by replacing faulty terminals within 24 hours. 
 
Training 
 
 Teaching and training services are provided for operators and more senior 
employees of the client. We also train servicemen employed or subcontracted by 
client. 
 
 A big trend is third-party contract distribution, which often involves distribution 
being contracted out to transport companies. Colby helps third party contract 
companies understand the Colby logistics system in order to get the most out of it. 
 
Financial Services 
 
 We have a number of financial packages that we offer as a service to some clients 
(eg. leasing systems). This is primarily done through our distribution network to 
give them an advantage. Most of the jobs that we do directly are large jobs for 
leading corporations and they generally don’t need our financial services. 
 
 
Section 4: Business Relationships and Services 
 
As with James Hardie, many of Colby’s projects run over several years, especially 
when related pre-project phases of activity are taken into account. Colby 
conceptualises the project phases it is involved in as follows: 
 
 proposal/planning; 
 installation; 
 start-up/handover; and 
 maintenance/support. 
 
Hence, Colby can often have a very long running involvement on projects. This 
provides scope for the development of in-depth relationships with other project 
participants. Further, the complexity of Colby’s systems both increases the diversity 
of parties with whom Colby forms relationships and increases the importance of good 
quality relationships in ensuring that systems run smoothly. 
 
Colby seeks feedback from clients regarding the effectiveness of its teamwork and 
collaborative skills (that is, the effectiveness of its relationships with other actors) in 
meeting client expectations. 
 
Indeed, interviews with Colby managers indicated that the relationship between Colby 
and its clients was of primary importance to the company. Colby was interested in 
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aligning the promise it made to clients during the planning phase of projects with its 
performance during installation and start-up, and its on-going maintenance and 
support performance. 
 
Colby seeks to utilise its relationships with other parties active on projects to 
contribute to the quality of its relationships with clients.. 
 
 
Section 5: Business Processes and Services 
 
This section focuses on Colby’s use of market research. Colby conducts market 
surveys every two years partly to assist in developing and efficiently targeting 
services. These surveys cover market conditions; usage; perceptions; awareness of 
company and specific services; and comparisons with competitors. Colby also 
conducts customer surveys as needed (roughly once every 2 years). Distributor 
surveys are conducted every year to determine levels of product and service 
satisfaction. 
 
According to one senior manager, the orientation of aspects of Colby’s surveys have 
altered over time: 
 
…we were testing ourselves against our main domestic competitor, but by 
mid-1990s, global firms started to move in and target the largest projects, so 
we needed to meet world best practice, not best domestic practice. We 
discovered that the market was viewing alternatives in global sense, not in a 
domestic sense. 
 
On the basis of survey results over the years Colby has differentiated its corporate 
image across divisions, making sure not to alienate customers through conflicting 
messages. Much of this differentiation involves the role of a diverse range of services 
(see Figure 23). 
 
Survey results also contributed to Colby forming an IT division in 1994. The figure 
below summarises the relevant data. 
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Figure 25: Types of Solutions Desired by Clients 
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(Source: Unpublished company marketing material) 
 
In 1992, customers wanted simple solutions to their problems whereas by 1996 they 
wanted simple equipment overlaid with IT which allows them to get more out of their 
equipment. This ‘smart overlay’ is achieved, in part, via the provision of IT and 
systems integration services. 
 
One interviewee considered that Colby: 
 
…uses strategic marketing in the way normally reserved for sophisticated 
consumer goods manufacturers. Industrial marketers are not normally as 
sophisticated as Colby. 
 
Part of Colby’s sophistication lies in its learning capabilities. Surveys are an 
important business process in this regard. Another key learning tool employed by 
Colby is the maintenance of databases to assist in strategic planning. For instance, 
service performance prior to winning projects is analysed on a project by project 
basis. One interviewee described parts of this process: 
 
..we look at our performance during the sales process and this helps us 
understand where we are doing things well and where we are doing things less 
well. 
 
Even if we don’t win a project, the design work is not completely wasted, we 
deal with that in a variety of different ways. These processes provide a 
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significant competitive advantage and so I can’t reveal them, except to say that 
they involve payment methods. 
 
 
Section 6: A Project Example: Freight Handling 
Facility 
 
This section examines the Qantas International Air Freight Handling Facility in 
Brisbane which was recently completed by Colby. As with the Inco project 
undertaken by Ausco, the focus here is on the role of project processes in shaping the 
services provided and in sponsoring service improvement. The material is drawn from 
interviews conducted with senior managers at Colby in Sydney on August 18 1999. 
 
 
i: Background 
 
The freight handling facility was part of a major new freight terminal built by 
Concrete Constructions. The terminal is the most modern in Australia and unique in 
the air freight industry because freight can be transferred through the facility without 
manual handling. The total value of the new facility (including the building and the 
freight handling system) was $22m. The handling system project was commenced by 
Colby in 1995 and completed in 1996. 
 
 
ii: Project Structure 
 
Colby’s position in the project structure is revealed below. 
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Figure 26: Qantas Project Structure 
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(Source: Based on information provided at company interviews) 
 
Colby was a nominated subcontractor on the building project so Colby reported to the 
client, although its day to day activities on the freight handling system were co-
ordinated by the builder. Qantas employed a systems design consultant to put together 
the base design concepts for the handling system. Colby was then one of the suppliers 
involved in a competitive bidding process to win the contract. Colby became involved 
in design negotiations with the client and won the contract based, in part, on their 
design enhancements. 
 
Colby subcontracted manufacture of some mechanical equipment and 80 to 90 per 
cent of the installation work. 
 
 
iii: Services Provided on the Project 
 
As with the Ausco example discussed earlier, the qaulity of project relationships 
maintained by Colby contributed significantly to their performance on the project. In 
this case, relationships with subcontractors appeared to be the most important class of 
relationship. One interviewee commented: 
 
…we had very good relationships with all the subcontractors on this project 
and this very much enhanced our ability to provide good service to the client. 
In particular, we modified our designs based on information passed back to us 
from some of our subcontractors in terms of better ways of doing things. Our 
relationships with our subcontractors, in some instances, led to design 
innovation. In part, this arose because design team members visited the project 
site to enable them to design correctly for the installation phase. 
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This particular project was the largest freight project Colby had worked on in 
Australia and was very significant in its turn-key aspects. One interviewee 
commented that Colby provided the full system and developed new business methods 
in the process: 
 
…we did a lot of things we hadn’t done before. For instance, we successfully 
subcontracted our full equipment manufacture of the transfer vehicles. This 
involved subcontracting the assembly service, which would normally have 
been undertaken by us. Our supervision was essential to the success of the 
venture. 
 
We also introduced new quality assurance processes for our subcontractors 
which meant they were required to submit certain documentation to us for 
monitoring. The new system arose because of the size and complexity of the 
project. 
 
These new methods contributed to the quality of service Colby was able to offer the 
client. Two service qualities, timeliness and reliability, were particularly impacted by 
the new methods. A Colby manager noted: 
 
…our supervision and our management of the project set the structure for the 
installation subcontractors to do their work in a timely fashion and to a high 
quality standard. 
 
Colby’s project management also extended to co-ordinating the significant transport 
requirements of the project. Road, rail, sea and air transport services were all 
subcontracted for the project. Again, Colby employees undertook supervision of these 
operations, checking the loading and unloading of equipment. 
 
Colby managers viewed successful management of the Qantas project as very much 
related to team building and learning skills: 
 
…on this project, we had regular team meetings. For example, project design 
meetings and progress meetings were held throughout the project, to integrate 
the value-added by the various team members drawn from several divisions 
across the company. 
 
Some knowledge from this project will be transferred as individual team 
members join new projects and carry learning with them. These processes 
greatly assist both product and service improvement. 
 
What we do primarily is control projects. There was feedback via debriefing 
sessions after the project - what worked, what didn’t, what we learned. To date 
this learning has been circulated through hard copies but that is changing 
toward the use of computer data bases which will enhance our ability to 
provide top quality client service by increasing the ease of information 
transfer. This will help us learn from our history. We will be able to better 
track which subcontractors were good and which weren’t and the successful 
methods we have used to encourage improvement in their performance. 
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Other key services provided by Colby on the project, not discussed above, included 
commissioning, training and maintenance. 
 
Colby commissioned the system after equipment installation was completed. This 
involved installing software and making sure it worked effectively. For example, 
transfer vehicles needed to be wired up electrically, after they were mechanically 
fitted-out. Then, in the commissioning phase, the equipment was run to test its ability 
to transfer freight. Once it was established that each piece of equipment operated 
effectively, the next step was integrating the system. 
 
In terms of the transfer vehicles, this meant making sure they worked well together 
and making sure they all interfaced appropriately with the roller-decks on one side 
and the drive-over decks on the other side. The transfer vehicles also needed to 
interface correctly with forklifts. The vehicle transfer system was only one of the sub-
systems that needed to be set-up to run effectively as a system. Then all the sub-
systems needed to be integrated. 
 
The commissioning phase involved re-trialing again and again to make sure there 
were no ‘glitches or bugs’ in the overall system. Some pre-commissioning of 
individual items of equipment (undertaken towards the end of the installation phase) 
was undertaken and on some items this took a month to complete. The final 
commissioning phase was also undertaken over a month. 
 
Training was a related part of the commissioning service provided by Colby. Qantas 
operators were provided with a one week intensive training course. One Qantas 
employee worked with Colby for three months prior to the commissioning date to 
gain intensive knowledge of the system. 
 
Another important service provided by Colby on the project was, and is, facility 
maintenance. This is conducted every three months. 
 
Qantas has publicly praised the quality of the equipment and service provided by 
Colby: 
 
…a requirement of the tender brief was that the cargo handling system had a 
proven record. Colby was able to meet that criteria, had a large Australian 
component and was able to provide the necessary back-up and service. 
(Qantas 1996: 7) 
 
Colby has also been praised in terms of its system integration skills. Qantas has noted 
that the resultant system attributes of speed and flexibility allow it to ‘maintain high 
service standards in the time sensitive business of international air freight’ (Qantas 
1996: 7). Further, ‘the new facility incorporates design features that set new standards 
for speed, safety and efficiency’ (Qantas 1996: 9). 
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Conclusions 
 
The literature review conducted for this report indicated that knowledge-economies 
are marked by strong growth in a new sector – an integrated manufacturing-services 
sector. The empirical work conducted for this study suggests that such a sector exists 
in the Australian building and construction product system. Further, the sector: 
 
 is providing an expanding range of services and already provides all of the 
services indicated in the literature reviewed in Part One; and 
 is reaping significant value from service provision. 
 
The results of the present study support many of Gann and Salter’s (1998) findings 
which were discussed in Part One, namely that: 
 
 manufacturers are ‘bundling’ products and services to improve business 
performance; 
 the distinction between products and services has become blurred; 
 the delivery of new services has been driven by changing client demand patterns; 
 manufacturer competency in adding services to original physical products is a key 
driving force behind manufacturing; and 
 services are increasingly necessary to ensure sophisticated component systems can 
be designed, integrated and operated. 
 
The bundling of services and products was reflected in the very strong service-
intensity of the two manufacturers selected as case studies. The extent to which the 
distinction between products and services has become blurred was also strongly 
evident. Indeed, this ‘blurring’ complicated the research process underpinning this 
study. Interviewees found it difficult to identify the services they offered without 
prompting from the researcher as many of their services were so closely associated 
with their products that, to the respondents, the services were essentially part of the 
products. 
 
Despite supporting Gann and Salter’s (1998) finding that changing client demand 
patterns are a key driver of service-enhancement of products, this study found that 
manufacturers were not always keen to provide a broader range of services. Some 
manufacturers felt pushed to provide a greater variety of functions on projects in order 
to maintain profitability. However, in an ideal world, they would chose to concentrate 
on a more limited range of core competencies. 
 
Nevertheless, the two case studies conducted did highlight the extent to which some 
manufacturers rely on a broad range of services. Neither Ausco nor Colby could run 
their businesses so successfully in the absence of the breadth and sophistication of 
services they provide.  
 
Indeed, the survey section of this report indicated that many manufacturers rely on 
high-level service skills to underpin overall performance. This was particularly true of 
manufacturers providing complex component systems. Such findings support Gann 
and Salter’s (1998) observation that service-enhancement of output drives 
manufacturing success in knowledge economies.   
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This project has made a key contribution to the literature in terms of our knowledge 
of: 
 
 the role of different services in manufacturers’ operations; and 
 
 factors influencing the scope of service-enhancement. 
 
The present study found that installation and design services are of particular strategic 
importance to manufacturers. Both these services play crucial roles in securing 
projects and are key gateways to adding more value via the provision of other 
services. 
 
This study also found that greater scope for service enhancement exists: 
 
 for project work in export markets, compared to domestic markets (although this 
finding does not apply to more straightforward distribution arrangements 
overseas); 
 in relation to negotiated contracts compared to open bidding contracts; 
 in relation to the joint provision of products and services, compared to marketing 
services independently; 
 through project-based learning, compared to learning arising from on-going 
business process (such as annual market surveys), particularly if the manufacturer 
is heavily engaged in project-based work; 
 where a manufacturer is engaged in several stages of the supply-chain; 
 where a manufacturer is operating close to the project-end of the supply-chain. 
 
The survey process revealed that the higher levels of service enhancement recorded 
were associated with larger manufacturers producing more complex products. Further, 
the concept of ‘service-enhancement’ or ‘value-adding through the provision of 
services’ was far more readily understood by such manufacturers, compared to 
smaller manufacturers producing a single, relatively simple product. 
 
Further research, conducted on a larger scale than the present study, is required to 
improve the robustness of results. Such research appears to be warranted based on: 
 
 the extent to which service enhancement is undertaken by manufacturers;  
 
 the role that such enhancement is said to play in the formation of integrated 
manufacturing-services sectors; and 
 
 the apparent importance of such sectors in the effective functioning of successful 
knowledge economies.  
 
In particular, although this study supports suggestions in the literature that client 
demands are an important factor underpinning increased service provision by 
manufacturers, it remains to explore in more depth manufacturers’ capabilities to meet 
these new demands. For example, how are smaller manufacturers coping with these 
trends? Also, it is important to understand the limits to the new integration. How do 
manufacturers manage the expansion of their core capabilities into new service areas? 
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How does such expansion impact on service providers? Interviews conducted for this 
report suggest that these are important issues worthy of further attention. 
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Appendix A: Survey Questionnaire 
 
 
Name: 
 
Position: 
 
Company: 
 
Address: 
 
Phone: 
 
 
 
1. Has the division extended the range or comprehensiveness of services offered 
over the 1990s? 
 
no        to some extent  markedly 
 
 
2. Which of the following types of services are offered by your organisation (and are 
sub-contracted, in part or in full)? 
 
 project management on turn key projects 
 business plans for smaller clients 
 software development 
 technical support 
 environmental analysis 
 design services 
 engineering services 
 systems integration 
 economic assessments (eg presentation of comparative prices) 
 legal services 
 insurance services 
 teaching or training services 
 facilities management 
 installation services 
 after-sales service with dedicated personnel 
 financial services 
 transport services 
 repair and maintenance 
 any other services specific to your business (eg electrical, plumbing, landscaping 
etc)? 
 
 
3. What is the:  highest value service offered? 
the newest? 
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the most innovative? 
the fastest growing? 
 
 
5. How much more important are services in export markets, compared to domestic 
markets? 
 
not at all        somewhat  markedly 
 
 
6. To what extent do negotiated contracts provide more scope for service 
enhancement of products, compared to open-bidding contracts? 
 
not at all        to some extent  to a great extent 
 
 
7. To what extent does service improvement arise from learning on particular 
projects, compared to on-going business processes (eg central processes, like 
client feedback questionnaires)? 
 
not at all        to some extent  to a great extent 
 
 
8. Are specialised services, eg engineering consultancy services or software services, 
ever marketed, independently of products, to other organisations? 
 
no        occasionally  often 
 
 
9. To what extent do you do design work in response to specific projects, compared 
to on-going design activities? 
 
not at all        to some extent  to a great extent 
 
 
10. If a failed contract bid contains design features, can the design often be re-cycled? 
 
not at all        sometimes  yes, often 
 
 
11. Roughly what percentage of your output is highly customised (includes cutting to 
unique size measurements? 
  
